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Pope Francis on Environmental, Economic and Social Ecology

3rd Sunday of the Year (C) Luke 1:1-4,4:14-21
We were sat around a table, scratching our heads. We were looking for a title, a new mission
statement, a line that described a fresh project, something to give a clear message, a soundbite we
could refer back to and measure ourselves by.
Suggestions weren't slow in coming, but the clear, descriptive line we were seeking was being
elusive. We felt we would instinctively recognise the ideal, pithy statement we were looking for
when someone put the right words in the right order. It had to be true and meaningful - not an
advertising jingo, catchy but devoid of substance.
The effort was worthwhile. It drove us back again and again into questioning what we were really
about. We dropped side issues, snappy slogans, and asked if we were in fact clear enough in
ourselves about our purpose. Could we get to the heart of what we hoped this project was to
achieve? Were we dealing with real issues? Was this the germ of an idea needing more careful
thought rather than an understood, cut and dried issue just needing further polish?

Jesus had no such struggles. If he did, they’re not shared with us. His project, his mission was
succinctly penned by the prophet Isaiah centuries before - describing the one to be sent by God to
bring hope and solace to a people shattered by exile and needing to be loved better.
In his home town, in the presence of people he knew and who thought they knew him, this
carpenter/builder stood and inhabited Isaiah’s words and took on a job description that sounds
great but was to cost him his life. A mission statement extraordinaire that initially charmed his
hearers but enraged them when he more than suggested they wouldn't choose to see and accept
him in his new role.
Bringing new sight to the blind literally happened. To many others unaware of what they needed to
see, the task is a long-term story and we’re in the thick of it. If I think I don’t need new specs then
I’ll not take steps to discover if my vision is only partial. I believe I can get by.
As the Body of Christ now, we, his professed followers, have our work described for us in a
synagogue in Nazareth nearly two millennia ago. People ache to experience the Good News of
God’s love, to be set free from exploitation, dejection and oppressive expectations and to get from
us the real time, practical signals that every one of them matters.
Our task for today is to embrace again the mission the Lord has shared with us. Just listen - ‘If you
make my word your home, you will indeed be my disciples, you will learn the truth and the truth

will make you free’ (John 8:31-32). Couldn’t be clearer. It’s a lifetime’s job. Be patient - it’s
love’s first requirement.

When we speak of the ‘environment’, what we really mean is a relationship
existing between nature and the society which lives in it. Nature cannot be
regarded as something separate from ourselves or as a mere setting in which
we live. We are part of nature, included in it and thus in constant interaction
with it. Recognising the reasons why a given area is polluted requires a study of
the workings of society, its economy, its behaviour patterns, and the ways it
grasps reality. Given the scale of change, it is no longer possible to find a
specific, discrete answer for each part of the problem. It is essential to seek
comprehensive solutions which consider the interactions within natural
systems themselves and with social systems. We are faced not with two
separate crises, one environmental and the other social, but rather with one
complex crisis which is both social and environmental. Strategies for a solution
demand an integrated approach to combating poverty, restoring dignity to the
excluded, and at the same time protecting nature.

- Laudato
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